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Swami:  What’s going on in the world, Ganga? 
 
Ganga:  Major catastrophes in many countries. 
 
Swami:  What do you mean? 
 
Ganga: China - major earthquake many people killed, Burma - 
cyclone big catastrophe many people’s bodies lying in the water and 
not able to reach them.  
 
Swami: Can we do some small process to start? Course we can 
change Her mind. I smelled it, since a couple of years I’m really 
smelling it. I’m a little bit playing here and there, if we leave it like 
this – horrible. Even it hits, very bad to America, San Francisco - that 
Bay Area and Los Angeles - forget it. Japan - forget it. Hong Kong, 
Japan, North India - She’s awake put it that way. She’s awake, if She’s 
getting any little more angry - millions, millions gone.  
Send message to all our student’s kingdom to chant the First Earth 
Element mantra everyday fifteen minutes, and your groups, like after 
sunset, evening hours, sit in the ground in the grass in the garden, 
any place like a group chanting - First Earth Element for one hour, 
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then going back inside Dwarkamai and really doing abhishek to the 
Shiva lingam. Abhishek means most powerfully chanting Sky 
mantra, with milk and lot of water, each person like a bucket of 
water. The sankalpam needs to be very strong, “No more disasters in 
the globe!” And little bit everyday offering to Baba some chapatis 
with the butter to stop it, then I’ll go my way too how to divert. 
Last early morning I connected with Her illusions. She’s super 
aggressive – not friendly…She’s not friendly. I’m talking one thing - 
She’s answering another thing. I’m talking one thing - She’s 
answering another thing – not matching. If one step went very badly 
nobody can stop it! We don’t want to hear the pain in the globe it’s 
also disturbances. Are you hearing me? 
 
Students: Yes. 
 
Swami: So how much you’re really sending the vibrations from 
Penukonda – the earth. Of course it goes by seconds, immediately 
diverting. So as much as one, one and a half hour before or after your 
dinner, sit, don’t use any cloth, you have to sit on the natural ground 
on the grass - First Earth mantra. Okay? We’ll go hopefully in two, 
three days we’ll get in control about, still the vibrations are very 
intense, unbelievably intense!  
So by tonight the message needs to go out to all the students. Even 
they’re doing any process, whatever it is, that’s different. They can 
still do that, but ten to fifteen minutes they have to chant the First 
Earth mantra and sankalpam needs to be. They have to put a 
thought, “The disasters need to stop. The globe needs to recharge 
with peace.” So it’s like make it developed to everybody. It’s 
something. A big fire is happening, at least you’re putting a small 
glass of water - it might help it. And I have a big elephant, can take a 
lot of water - pour it. But I know how to do and Germany - lot of stuff 
I’m teaching and travels, and different mood and – hit it! We’ll see. 
Try to do your maximum best. Good luck. 
 
Students:  Thank you Swami. 
 
Zahira:  Why is She angry? 
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Swami: I’ll tell later. 
 
 

End of Talk 


